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Scotland’s Image of Irelande: Scott, Small, and the Edinburgh Edition 

Willy Maley and Alasdair Thanisch 

 

This chapter breaks new ground in John Derricke scholarship by excavating the 

hitherto neglected Scottish context and afterlife of The Image of Irelande through a 

series of encounters – historical, political, and editorial – in order to suggest that 

Derricke’s text also offers, crucially, an image of Scotland. The Scottish connection is 

especially significant because three surviving copies have Scottish provenance, two 

nineteenth-century editions had Scottish editors, and two copies remain in Edinburgh 

at the University Library and the National Library of Scotland. As Hiram Morgan 

observes, “It was the publishing efforts of Sir Walter Scott and John Small, the 

university librarian in Edinburgh, in the nineteenth century that brought the Image of 

Irelande back to public attention.”1 This rich Scottish afterlife has yet to be fully 

explored, from the copy owned by William Drummond – consulted by Walter Scott in 

the Advocates Library, and now housed in Edinburgh University Library – to the 

British Library copy owned by the third Duke of Roxburghe, to Scott’s edition of 

Somers, and John Small’s landmark edition.2 The “Edinburgh Edition” of our subtitle 

embraces Drummond, as well as Scott and Small, since it was Drummond’s donation 

of his copy of Derricke that enabled its unearthing by its nineteenth-century editors. 

The textual provenance of the Drummond copy used by Scott and Small has hitherto 

been overlooked by commentators. The impact of Derricke on Scott’s writing also 

deserves greater attention. His glosses on the text can be seen to reverberate in his 

historical novels and poems, and no less so when their setting is Scottish. As such, we 

                                                        
1 Hiram Morgan, “The Messenger in John Derricke’s Image of Irelande (1581),” History Ireland 15, 1 

(2007): 6-7, at 7.  
2 Anon, Avctarivm bibliothecae Edinbvrgenæ: sive Catalogus librorum quos Guililelmus Drummondus 

ab Hawthornden bibliothecæ (Edinburgh: Heirs of Andrew Hart, 1627), 10. 
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shall argue, The Image of Irelande is integral to Scott’s understanding of Scotland. 

We will be mapping out the complex tracery of ties that binds Derricke’s Scottish 

collectors and editors together as individuals engaged by Ireland. It is at the 

intersection of the literary and the historical that Scott’s encounter with Derricke 

occurs. Small, on the other hand, envisages a general readership. We suggest that 

Scott and Small, in contrasting ways, are not just publishing Derricke’s text but 

publicising Derricke’s perspective in fresh political contexts. 

Derricke’s Image also has its own immediate Scottish dimension, both within 

the text and in the Elizabethan context of Anglo-Scottish conflict played out in Ireland 

prior to the Ulster Plantation of 1609, implemented in the wake of James I’s accession 

to the throne of all three kingdoms. The Scottish connections thus go back to the very 

beginning. Derricke’s patron, Sir Henry Sidney, confronted the Scots in Ulster, and in 

the Image itself their expulsion proves a key plank of colonial policy. The line “Fewe 

Scottes in North (if Quene will haue it so)” gets glossed by a marginal note: “O Neale 

promiseth to expell al Scots out of the North of Irelande, if the Queenes Majestie 

would but give hym ayde, or if her grace would have it so.”3 The verse itself implies 

an Anglo-Irish agreement to keep out the Scots that was supplanted by an Anglo-

Scottish agreement to displace the Irish.4   

 As Maryclaire Moroney notes, behind the Anglo-Irish image was an Anglo-

Scoto-Irish reality: 

 

While Derricke’s two armies visually maintain their distinctive ethnic and 

cultural identities, Sidney’s did not. Early modern armies in Ireland were 

                                                        
3 John Derricke, The Image of Irelande (London, 1581), Sig. Kiiir. All quotations from Derricke unless 

otherwise stated are taken from the Drummond copy in Edinburgh University Library Centre for 

Research Collections – Special Collections (De.3.76).  
4 Derricke, The Image of Irelande, Sig. Kiiir. 
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rarely “English” and “Irish” but were both comprised of culturally and 

linguistically mixed groups, including, of course, the Scots gallowglass.5 

 

This is significant because later histories played down Scotland’s role in Anglo-Irish 

affairs. Mark Netzloff sees the suppression of the Scottish dimension of the Ulster 

Plantation as part of the process of Anglo-British domination.6 Anglo-Scottish action 

against Ireland under the banner of Britain led to the effacement of Scotland in 

Anglo-Irish history. This is one of the paradoxes of the period. 

 These discussions of sixteenth- and seventeenth-century Irish-Scottish 

relations are relevant precisely because only by trying to understand why, post-1603, 

but more so post-1707, Scotland slipped out of sight in accounts of Anglo-Irish 

history can we begin to grasp the failure of modern critics to see just how deeply 

rooted in Irish-Scottish history is the story of Derricke’s text and its afterlife. 

Derricke’s Image is an archipelagic triptych of Anglo-Scoto-Irish relations. The ebb 

and flow of scholarship can cause an archipelagic dimension to slip out of sight. For 

example, the original DNB (1885-1900) entry for Derricke (vol. 14, 400), by Thomas 

Finlayson Henderson (1844-1923), has a note on The Image of Irelande, missing from 

the revised entry.7 Henderson’s entry reads: “In 1809 it was reprinted with notes by 

Sir Walter Scott in ‘Somers Tracts,’ and an impression of 286 copies, on thick paper, 

edited by John Small, was published at Edinburgh in 1883.” Henderson, an expert in 

early modern Scottish literature, also wrote the DNB entry (vol. 51, 77-9) for Walter 

                                                        
5 Maryclaire Moroney, “‘The sweetness of due subjection’: John Derricke’s Image of Irelande (1581) 

and the Sidneys,” Sidney Journal 29, 1-2 (2011): 147-172, at 167. 
6 Mark Netzloff, “Forgetting the Ulster Plantation: John Speed’s The Theatre of the Empire of Great 

Britain (1611) and the Colonial Archive,” Journal of Medieval and Early Modern Studies 31, 2 (2001): 

313-348, at 320.  
7 Andrew Hadfield, “Derricke, John (fl. 1578–1581),” ODNB. Retrieved 4 June 2015. Derricke remains 

an elusive figure. Several Derrickes are mentioned in later literature, including “Derricke the 

hangman”. See Anon, A bloudy new-yeares gift (London: B. S. & W. B., 1609), Cr. 
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Scott (1565-1611), first Lord Scott of Buccleuch.8 Lord Scott’s wife, Mary, was 

daughter of Sir William Ker of Cessford, and sister of Robert, first earl of Roxburghe, 

a kinsman of William Drummond, so there is a connection between this Walter Scott 

and a future owner of a different copy of Derricke, namely John Ker, third Duke of 

Roxburghe (1740-1804), who owned the British Library copy, and the nineteenth-

century Sir Walter Scott who accessed and edited Drummond’s copy.9 Why 

seventeenth-, eighteenth- and nineteenth-century Scottish book collectors, 

antiquarians and editors were interested in an Irish text is no great mystery. Union and 

Empire served to mask the distinctiveness of the Celtic nations within the developing 

British imperial monarchy, but Irish-Scottish collaborations persisted, with Ulster a 

key site of cultural exchange and political tension, both because of the Scottish 

presence there and because of earlier and longstanding interaction between the two 

nations. 

 The best-known Scottish context for The Image of Irelande is Scott’s inclusion 

of Derricke as part of his editing of Lord Somers’s Tracts (1809-15).10 The original 

DNB entry for Somers mentions Scott’s edition of the Tracts in the body of the entry, 

omitted in the updated entry.11 Upon closer examination we find that the connection 

between Somers and Scott vis-à-vis Derricke is complex, because it turns out Scott 

did not get to Derricke through Somers; Somers got to Derricke through Scott. 

Somers did not leave a copy of Derricke as part of the papers that passed to his 

brother-in-law; it was Scott who was motivated to include Derricke as apt matter for 

                                                        
8 See Rob Macpherson, “Scott, Walter, of Buccleuch, first Lord Scott of Buccleuch (1565?–1611),” 

ODNB. Retrieved 12 July 2017. 
9 On Scott being “personally acquainted with Roxburghe”, see Brian Hillyard, “Ker, John, third duke 

of Roxburghe (1740–1804),” ODNB. Retrieved 25 April 2019.  
10 John Derricke, The Image of Irelande, in Walter Scott (ed.), A collection of scarce and valuable 

tracts, Vol. 1 (1809), 558-621.  
11 James McMullen Rigg, “Somers or Sommers, John, Lord Somers (1651–1716), lord chancellor of 

England” (DNB, vol. 53, 221-29).  
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his update of the Tracts. Scott intervened to make Derricke part of this archive, and it 

is thus Scott who furnishes the link between Drummond and the nineteenth-century 

Scottish makeover of Derricke’s Image. The Scottishness of Scott’s edition is attested 

to by the fact that although published by Thomas Cadell (1773-1836) in London, it 

was printed in Edinburgh by James Ballantyne & Co. Ballantyne (1772-1833) was a 

classmate of Scott’s at Kelso Grammar School, who, like Scott, studied Law at 

Edinburgh University before setting up as a publisher and embarking on a lifelong 

literary partnership with Sir Walter.12  

John Somers (1651-1716), a serious collector of books with a special interest 

in drawings and engravings, was himself a figure with strong Scottish associations, 

deeply involved in the Anglo-Scottish union of 1707.13 The involvement of John 

Murray’s publishing house in Scott’s edition, together with its full title alluding to the 

relevance of the tracts to “these Kingdoms”, reinforces the sense of an archipelagic 

enterprise.14 As James Knapp notes, “Sir Walter Scott ‘rediscovered’ the book while 

preparing the second edition of the collection known as ‘Lord Somer’s [sic] Tracts’ 

[…] His explanatory notes make clear that he found Derricke’s historical importance 

in the images rather than the poetry.”15 The historical contexts for Scott’s work and 

the 1883 edition (with Scott’s notes) by Edinburgh University librarian John Small is 

especially intriguing since there were key Anglo-Irish-Scottish developments at those 

times. The Tracts themselves emerge out of pivotal points in three kingdoms history: 

1707 and Anglo-Scottish Union, a process in which Somers was involved; 1745 and 

                                                        
12 Sharon Anne Ragaz, “Ballantyne, James (1772–1833), printer and newspaper editor”’, ODNB. 

Retrieved 25 February 2018.  
13 Carol Gibson-Wood, “Jonathan Richardson, Lord Somers’s Collection of Drawings, and Early Art-

Historical Writing in England,” Journal of the Warburg and Courtauld Institutes 52 (1989): 167-187. 
14 A Collection of Scarce and Valuable Tracts, of the Most Interesting and Entertaining Subjects […] 

particularly that of the late Lord Somers, second ed. revised, augmented, and arranged by Sir Walter 

Scott, 13 vols. (London: T. Cadell et. al., 1809). 
15 James A. Knapp, “‘That Moste Barbarous Nacion,’” 446, n.7. 
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the Jacobite Rising, an episode that played profoundly on Scott’s imagination; 1801 

and the Union of Great Britain and Ireland, a transformative moment in Anglo-Irish-

Scottish relations; and the Fenian Rising of 1867, a reminder of the fragility of that 

Union.16 And if we go back to Derricke’s own time and its immediate aftermath we 

can see that this too was a turning-point in terms of the Scottish succession (1603) and 

the Ulster Plantation (1609), both of which impacted dramatically on Anglo-Irish-

Scottish relations. Things might have taken a different turn – Irish-Scottish alliance 

rather than Anglo-Scottish union – had it not been for the dynastic accident of 

Scottish succession. This makes the historical hinge period between Derricke and 

Drummond vital.  

Small also authored a biography of the Scottish Enlightenment philosopher 

Adam Ferguson (1723-1816).17 With Gaelic roots, an interest in cultural difference 

and development, and a son, Sir Adam Ferguson (1771-1855), who had a personal 

and intellectual relationship with Walter Scott, the elder Ferguson provides a key link 

between our two editors.18 Scottish writers and thinkers responsive to events in 

Ireland provide an additional intellectual arc between Scott and Small. We could add 

another Ferguson to the mix – Belfast-born poet Samuel Ferguson (1810-1886) is a 

key player in Irish-Scottish literary relations at this time.19 Another Scott-Small 

connection is that Adam and Charles Black, the Edinburgh firm that published 

Small’s edition of Derricke, had bought the rights to Scott’s Waverley novels in 1851. 

Examining these influences gives a sense of how developments in Anglo-Scottish, 

                                                        
16 Small’s other editorial project published that year is A description of the isles of Orkney, reprinted 

from the original edition of 1693, with illustrative notes ... with the additions made by the author’s son, 

in the edition of 1700, by the Rev. James Wallace (Edinburgh: William Brown, 1883).  
17 John Small, “Biographical Sketch of Adam Ferguson, LL. D., FRSE, Professor of Moral Philosophy 

in the University of Edinburgh,” Transactions of the Royal Society of Edinburgh 23, 3 (1864): 599-665. 

See also Tania Oz-Salzberger, “Ferguson, Adam (1723–1816),” ODNB. Retrieved 17 July 2017. 
18 See T. F. Henderson, “Ferguson, Sir Adam (1771–1855),” rev. Sarah Couper, ODNB. Retrieved 17 

July 2017.  
19 See Peter Denman, “Ferguson, Sir Samuel (1810–1886),” ODNB. Retrieved 17 July 2017.  
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Anglo-Irish, and Irish-Scottish relations impinged on the editorial enterprises of Scott 

and Small, specifically Scott’s inclusion of Derricke in his edition of Somers, and 

Small’s edition of Derricke with Scott’s notes. 

 There stands, however, the more elusive question of how Scotland’s image of 

Ireland shifted in the popular imagination over this period. What were the pre-existing 

assumptions into which Scott and Small inserted Derricke’s image? What influence 

might their respective editions have had and to what end? The historiography of the 

Scottish Enlightenment, “which theorized cultural difference as the effect of historical 

difference articulated along a universal developmental axis,”20 and Adam Ferguson’s 

contribution to it, is key. While Ferguson asserts the idea of different cultures being at 

different stages of development, he complicates its usual teleology and pays attention 

to the material conditioning of cultural development. As Fania Oz-Salzberger 

observes in her introduction to Ferguson’s Essay on the History of Civil Society: 

 

The essential point here is that, as a political community of men, civil society 

was always there; and that some of its essential features are not a matter of 

progress […] Ferguson’s concept of human advance does not append moral 

improvement to progress in technology, production and wealth.21 

 

Ferguson offers a rationale to Scott’s romantic nostalgia for defunct pre-modernities, 

suggesting that: 

 

                                                        
20 Ian Duncan, Scott’s Shadow: The Novel in Romantic Edinburgh (Princeton: Princeton University 

Press, 2007), 101. 
21 Adam Ferguson, An Essay on the History of Civil Society, ed. Fania Oz-Salzberger (Cambridge: 

Cambridge University Press, 1995), xviii-xix. 
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In the condition of the savage, as well as that of the citizen, are many proofs of 

human invention; and in either is not any permanent station, but a mere stage 

through which this travelling being is destined to pass.22 

 

The conditions of pre-modernity are not fully relegated to the past, nor can their 

limited obsolescence be equated casually with improvement. Progress exists, but must 

be held under constant scrutiny – and here an artist-come-historian such as Scott has a 

vital role to play. Derricke’s theme of a “superior” culture supplanting an “inferior” 

one clearly calls for a Fergusonian interrogation. With Ferguson’s model in mind, 

Scott can accept the necessity of Elizabethan reform in Ireland (even when mediated 

by violence) while wholly dispensing with the moral weight with which Derricke 

charges it.  

An early anonymous review of his edition of Somers expresses Scott’s 

ambivalence towards Derricke’s depiction of Ireland: 

 

A melancholy picture – but how much more melancholy is it that two 

centuries should have passed away since it was painted, and that it still bears 

such strong marks of resemblance to the existing truth? How much more 

melancholy is it to reflect that the proud and selfish conquerors, progressively 

advancing themselves, and by very rapid strides in knowledge and in all the 

arts of civilization, should still, blind to their real interests, have disdained to 

impart any one of the valuable blessings they enjoy to those whom they had 

                                                        
22 Ferguson, An Essay on the History of Civil Society, 14. 
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rather hold under an uneasy and precarious subjection than bind by surer cords 

of friendship, gratitude, and reciprocal advantage?23 

 

It is easy to see how this view of history repeating itself, and of economic neglect and 

cultural stagnation in a colonial backwater, can be extrapolated from Scott’s notes on 

the Image: 

 

In this situation were the native Irish, the prey of a people superior to them in 

the arts of peace, in which they never endeavoured to instruct them; and in 

those of war, which they taught them to their cost, the objects at once of hatred 

and of envy; and, at the same time, so few, in comparative numbers, that even 

the terror of their discipline and arms did not exclude the hope of their final 

extirpation.24 

 

The anonymous reviewer’s allusion to “the proud and selfish conquerors [who] have 

disdained to impart any one of the valuable blessings they enjoy” fits so snugly 

alongside Scott’s lament that “a people superior to them in the arts of peace […] 

never endeavoured to instruct them” that it is tempting to speculate that these 

statements are by two authors of one mind, if not by the same author. 

Scott’s editing is further intended to direct the historian towards an 

archipelagic viewpoint, within which Scott promotes his historically-informed ideas 

about social development.25 While Derricke’s Image was only a small part of Scott’s 

                                                        
23 Anon, Review of Walter Scott (ed.), Lord Somers Tracts, The Critical Review, Or, Annals of 

Literature 17, 3 (1809): 267-280, at 272. 
24 Scott (ed.), A collection of scarce and valuable tracts, I, 559.  
25 Ferguson is a fascinating figure whose service in Ireland and Holland as chaplain with the Black 

Watch informed his view of “military valour as a corner-stone of civic virtue”, an attractive proposition 

to an imaginative writer like Scott. His biographer notes the richness of Ferguson’s legacy as a 
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revised edition of Lord Somers’ Tracts, it stands out among the other texts as a 

miscellaneous curiosity that clearly intrigued Scott sufficiently for him to add it to an 

already expansive collection. Scott’s comments and footnotes are more detailed and 

more numerous here than anywhere else in the first volume. In the anonymous review 

quoted above, The Image of Irelande receives a disproportionately lengthy discussion 

and is granted pride of place before the potential reader.26 Scott’s notes on Derricke 

draw the reader’s attention to Scottish and Irish matters, subtly pushing forward an 

archipelagic view of history. The only document in the first volume of Scott’s edition 

to receive nearly as many explanatory notes as Derricke is another “miscellaneous” 

tract, a pamphlet on “Gowrie’s Conspiracy” that relates to a crucial episode in 

Scottish history.27  

 Lord Somers’ Tracts were published in London in 4 separate collections of 4 

volumes each (16 volumes in all) between 1748 and 1751.28 On the title page of the 

original edition are the words: “The Bent and Genius of the Age is best known in a 

free Country, by the Pamphlets and Papers that come daily out, as the Sense of 

Parties, and sometimes the Voice of the Nation.” Scott’s 13-volume edition of 1809-

1815 was “The Second Edition, Revised, Augmented, and Arranged by Walter Scott, 

Esq.” The first edition, as we have noted, did not include Derricke. Scott added 

Derricke and other items, placing a note under “Table of Contents” in the first volume 

(1809): “Those Tracts, marked with an asterisk, are now received into the Collection 

                                                        
classical republican whose historical and geographical breadth made him a key thinker for modernity: 

“The amiable Enlightenment moralist […] assumed a new persona as a pioneer of comparative 

ethnography, an early theorist of structural social change, the first theorist of alienation, and the 

inventor of conflict sociology” (Fania Oz-Salzberger, “Ferguson, Adam (1723–1816)”).  
26 Anon, Review of Walter Scott (ed.), Lord Somers Tracts, The Critical Review, Or, Annals of 

Literature 17, 3 (1809): 267-280.  
27 Scott (ed.), A collection of scarce and valuable tracts, I, 508-532. 
28 A collection of scarce and valuable tracts, on the most interesting and entertaining subjects […] 

particularly that of the late Lord Somers. Rev. by many eminent hands (London: Printed for F. Cogan, 

1748-51). 
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for the first time.”29 Derricke’s Image, the last item in Scott’s first volume – Volume 

I, 1809, From King John to Elizabeth – is asterisked. Scott says of his additions, “The 

enlargement of the collection was a favourite object of the Editor”, and he had even 

considered “blending together, in one uniform edition, the Harleian Miscellany and 

Somers’s Tracts”.30 Scott singles out two items for special consideration among his 

additions: “The Memoirs of the Wars in the Low Countries by the gallant Williams, 

and the very singular Account of Ireland by Derrick, are the most curious of those 

now published for the first time”.31  

 Derricke is the only item of Irish interest included in the augmented tracts. 

There are, however, three Irish items from Somers prefaced by a particularly 

revealing note by Scott, revealing of his editorial practice and his reading:  

 

The following Tracts respecting the Exchequer of Ireland, although belonging 

to different reigns, are classed together, that they may throw light upon each 

other, agreeably to the license which the Editor has reserved of departing from 

the general order of arrangement, when any advantage can be gained by doing 

so. Those desirous of farther information may consult HOWARD’S Treatise 

of the Exchequer Revenue of Ireland.32 

 

Here, Scott refers to a work published in Dublin in 1776, and thus shows the reading 

he has done as well as the subtlety of his editorial decisions.33 For having lamented in 

his “Advertisement” the haphazard organization of Somers’ original enterprise, Scott 

                                                        
29 Scott (ed.), A collection of scarce and valuable tracts, I, v.  
30 Scott (ed.), A collection of scarce and valuable tracts, I, iii. 
31 Scott (ed.), A collection of scarce and valuable tracts, I, iii. 
32 Scott (ed.), A collection of scarce and valuable tracts, I, 283.  
33 G. E. A. Howard, Treatise of the Exchequer and Revenue of Ireland (Dublin: Printed By J. A. 

Husband, for E. Lynch, No. 6, Skinner Row, 1776), 2 vols.  
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sets out his editorial strategy, observing that the original order of the tracts “was 

utterly miscellaneous, because it was almost impossible that the compilers could 

select and arrange their mass of materials before sending them to the press”. By 

contrast, Scott’s “lucid arrangement” adopts three key principles: (i) “chronological 

classification […] under the reigns of the different monarchs of England, regulating 

the precedence of the essays by the date of the subject rather than by that of 

publication”; (ii) “From […] Elizabeth downwards, the Tracts […] are divided, 

according to their subjects, into Four Classes […] Ecclesiastical, Civil, Military, and 

Miscellaneous […] intended to contain all those pamphlets which do not naturally 

belong to any of the preceding branches of history”; (iii) “The Tracts in each 

subdivision are arranged, either with reference to the subjects which they regard, or, 

where totally unconnected, in the order of chronology”.34  

 Scott’s account of his own editorial efforts is indicative of his status at the 

time, before he was a novelist and household name: 

 

The introductory remarks and notes have been added by the present Editor, at 

the expense of some time and labour. It is needless to observe, that both have 

been expended upon a humble and unambitious, though not, it is hoped, an 

useless task. The object of the introductions was to present such a short and 

summary view of the circumstances under which the Historical and 

Controversial Tracts were respectively written, as to prevent the necessity of 

referring to other works. Such, therefore, as refer to events of universal 

notoriety are but slightly and generally mentioned; such as concern less 

remarkable points of history are more fully explained. The Notes are in 

                                                        
34 Scott (ed.), A collection of scarce and valuable tracts, I, ii-iii.  
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general illustrative of obscure passages, or brief notices of authorities, whether 

corroborative or contradictory of the text.35  

 

Of Somers’ achievement, Scott says:  

 

There is, indeed, no repository of fugitive pieces which rivals it in variety, 

extent, and importance, excepting the Harleian Miscellany; and it would be 

difficult to draw a parallel between these celebrated collections. If the Harleian 

Miscellany exhibits a more curious assortment of ancient pamphlets, and, in 

general, a greater variety of miscellaneous information, the present work may 

boast of containing a greater selection of tracts immediately connected with 

English history, and with English politics. Indeed, from the reign of Elizabeth 

down to that of Queen Anne, the tracts upon all controversies, civil and 

religious, are so numerous and well selected, that, if the Harleian Miscellany 

afford most amusement to the antiquary, it may be safely said, that Somers’ 

Tracts promise most information to the historian.36  

 

It is curious that Scott, in making this hitherto “high-priced” collection available to 

“the British Public” should foreground “tracts immediately connected with English 

history, and with English politics”, since his own augmentation of Somers consists of 

items of Scottish, Irish, Dutch and Spanish interest.37 Yet this makes sense in terms of 

an Anglo-British empire anchored in archipelagic and European history.   

                                                        
35 Scott (ed.), A collection of scarce and valuable tracts, I, iv. 
36 Scott (ed.), A collection of scarce and valuable tracts, I, ii. 
37 Scott (ed.), A collection of scarce and valuable tracts, I, ii. 
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 In his introduction to Derricke, Scott says: “The Image of Ireland, though 

often quoted, is now, I believe, for the first time, reprinted entire. The copy 

transcribed for the press is that in the Advocates Library, Edinburgh, the only one 

known to possess some, though not all the original wooden cuts.”38 This phrase, 

“often quoted” must give us pause. It suggests a thread of Derricke criticism, and an 

afterlife for the Image, lost to modern critics. Moreover, the rareness of the text would 

appear to go against the grain of its supposed frequent citation. A partial answer lies 

in eighteenth-century editions of early modern drama.39 

 Although he does not mention the Elizabethan context of the Irish-Scottish 

axis that Henry Sidney faced in Ireland, nor furnish the reader with a note on 

Derricke’s mention of the Scots in the North, Scott does draw an analogy between 

Irish and Scottish culture: 

 

When Dr. Johnson asked a clergyman of the islands, which clans were 

accounted the most savage; he answered readily, those who lay nearest to the 

Lowlands. In this situation were the native Irish.40  

 

Scott’s longstanding interest in the poetic possibilities inherent in Irish antiquities is 

well attested.41 Given Scott’s fascination with literary pictorialism, it was arguably the 

Derricke woodcuts rather than the words, image rather than text that caught his eye 

                                                        
38 Scott (ed.), A collection of scarce and valuable tracts, I, 559. 
39 For example, there’s a reference to the BL edition of Derricke in a note on “Irish kerns” to 

Marlowe’s Edward II in Robert Dodsley (ed.), A Select Collection of Old Plays, 12 vols., 2nd edn. 

(London: J. Nichols, 1780), II, 350, and an annotation attributed to Isaac Reed in Bell’s edition of 

Shakespere on The Merry Wives of Windsor states: ‘Dericke in The Image of Irelande, 1581, Sign. F2. 

mentions Uskebeaghe, and in a note explains it to mean aqua vitæ’. The Dramatick Writings of Will. 

Shakspere (London: John Bell, 1788), IV, 68. Further consideration of this aspect of Derricke’s legacy 

is beyond the scope of the present study. 
40 Scott (ed.), A collection of scarce and valuable tracts, I, 559.  
41 See for example A. H. Ashe, “Two Letters of Sir Walter Scott, 1812,” Notes and Queries 40, 4 

(1993): 458-462. 
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and captured his imagination. Advising the artist and battle painter Abraham Cooper 

(1787-1868) in 1826 on the historical depiction of the Scottish Borders, Scott 

mentions 

 

curious prints which I caused to be inserted in Derricks Picture of Ireland 

which I reprinted in the first volume of Somers’ Tracts. They are particularly 

desirous as shewing the ancient Irish costume which though not of use in the 

present picture may be useful were you ever to employ your powerful pencil in 

an ancient Irish subject.42  

 

Scott suggests that “the inhabitants of Ireland in Queen Elizabeth’s time, those, at 

least, who resided beyond the English pale were little better than tribes of absolute 

savages.”43 Scott’s hyperbole here, given his elsewhere sympathetic view of the Irish, 

seems driven more by fascination than disdain. If the woodcuts emphasize the Irish as 

cultural other, Scott is drawn to them as an image of the otherworldly, yet one he 

knows to have a connection to his own present. 

 Small makes it clear that Scott’s enthusiasm for the text lies as much in its 

being an image of the Gaelic past in Scotland as in Ireland: “in the Highlands of 

Scotland about that time matters were much in the same condition.”44 Small cites 

Scott’s perspective on the poem as  

 

                                                        
42 Cited in Richard J. Hill, “Writing with Pictures”, in Picturing Scotland Through the Waverley 

Novels: Walter Scott and the Origins of the Victorian Illustrated Novel (London: Routledge, 2016), 13-

29, at 22. 
43 Scott (ed.), A collection of scarce and valuable tracts, I, 558.  
44 John Derricke, The Image of Irelande with A Discouerie of Woodkarne (1581), John Small (ed.), 

with the notes of Sir Walter Scott, Bart. (Edinburgh: Adam and Charles Black, 1883), 123.  
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a description of Ireland […] which […] gives an allegorical description of the 

inhabitants, characterizing the women as seductive nymphs, with all the 

beauty, and all the deceit of syrens; and the men as a sort of fawns, or sylvan 

deities, quartered by the gods in Ireland as an out-post which ought to be 

garrisoned, lest the giants should renew an attack upon Olympus.45  

 

But in Scott’s preface to his edition of Derricke this poetic passage prompts a harsh 

observation: “The conquest of a civilised people over savages is seldom to the 

advantage of the latter, when the disproportion between their attainments is so great 

as to destroy hope of successful imitation by the vanquished”.46 

 According to Edward Snyder in his study of Celtic stereotypes: “Twelve 

highly amusing pictures of the Irish are to be found in the original black-letter edition 

of Derricke’s Image of Ireland; of these, eight are reproduced in the modern edition 

by Sir Walter Scott, and two others in the illustrated edition of J. R. Green’s Short 

History of the English People (Harper), II, 920.”47  Green died in 1883, the year John 

Small’s edition of Derricke appeared, and the illustrated edition of Green’s History, 

published in 1901, incorporated four – not two – images from Derricke’s text in the 

context of a discussion of an Irish-Scottish alliance against the English, when Shane 

O’Neill “had quelled the disaffection of his rivals, the O’Donnells of Donegal, and 

won over Scots of Antrim,” challenging Sussex’s former claim that “‘Never before 

[…] durst Scot or Irishman look Englishman in the face in plain or wood since I came 

                                                        
45 Derricke, The Image of Irelande, ed. Small, xxiii. On Small, who was an expert on early modern 

Scottish literature, see George Stronach, ‘Small, John (1828–1886)’, rev. Nilanjana Banerji, ODNB. 

Retrieved 13 July 2017.  
46 Scott (ed.), A collection of scarce and valuable tracts, I, 559. 
47 Edward D. Snyder, “The Wild Irish: A Study of Some English Satires Against the Irish, Scots, and 

Welsh,” Modern Philology 17, 12 (1920): 147-85, at 689, n. 4. See also 173-4. See J. R. Green, A Short 

History of the English People, volume 2, edited by Mrs J. R. Green and Miss Kate Norgate (London: 

Macmillan, 1901), 920-921. See also Anthony Brundage, “Green, John Richard (1837-1883),” ODNB. 

Retrieved 1 July 2017.  
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here.’”48 Sussex’s successor, Henry Sidney used “skill and vigour” together with 

divide and rule tactics so that “Shane, defeated by the O’Donnells, took refuge in 

Antrim, and was hewn to pieces in a drunken squabble by his Scottish entertainers.”49  

These passages reveal the degree to which a nineteenth-century History of the English 

People had to incorporate Ireland and Scotland.  

This was the archipelagic environment in which Scott and Small worked, but 

historico-literary scholarship encompassing all three kingdoms can be traced back to 

Drummond too. According to M. A. Bald: 

 

The Edinburgh University Library came into existence only at the close of the 

sixteenth century. Its earliest catalogue is dated 1636, and includes the 

benefactions made nine years previously by Drummond of Hawthornden. 

Drummond’s books must be used with caution. They cannot supply a basis 

from which we may infer the tastes of his contemporaries.50 

 

Bald notes the significance of the Drummond donation, but reiterates the distinctive 

nature of Drummond’s preoccupations as a collector: 

 

It is possible that the books which he prized found scarcely any other readers. 

In this connection it is sufficient to repeat the mere names of some Elizabethan 

authors appearing in his list – Turberville, Churchyard, Peele, Lodge, the 

Countess of Pembroke, Sidney, Spenser, Shakespeare, Marlowe, Daniel, 

Chapman, Marston, Middleton, Thomas Heywood, Dekker, Wither, Quarles. 

                                                        
48 Green, A Short History of the English People, 919.  
49 Green, A Short History of the English People, 920-921.  
50 M. A. Bald, “Vernacular Books Imported into Scotland: 1500 to 1625,” The Scottish Historical 

Review 23, 92 (1926): 254-267, at 255.  
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A goodly company indeed; but they met a cold welcome in Scotland. Some of 

Churchyard’s poems appear to have found their way to Edinburgh University 

apart from the Drummond Bequest. But who was Thomas Churchyard?51 

 

Critics with an eye to Irish affairs will spot contemporaries of Derricke who served 

there – Churchyard, Spenser, and Turberville. Bald comments separately on the 

political tracts, alluding to these as “items of current interest”, including Derricke.52 

 Drummond’s conversations with Ben Jonson are of course the source for the 

story “that the Irish having robbed Spenser’s goods and burnt his house and a little 

child new born, he and his wife escaped, and after he died for lack of bread in King 

Street,” but Drummond’s connections with Spenser and Ireland run deeper.53 

Drummond’s archipelagic river schemata in Forth Feasting (1617), his panegyric to 

James I on the occasion of his visit to Scotland, echoes Spenser’s marriage of the 

Thames and Medway in The Faerie Queene IV.xi, but in the wake of the Stuart 

accession and Ulster Plantation Drummond adds Scottish tributaries to the list of 

worshipful waterways: 

 

The Irish Rian, Ken, the Siluer Aire,  

The Snakie Dun, the Ore with Rushie Haire,  

The Chrystall-streaming Nid, lowd-bellowing Clyd,  

Tweed which no more our Kingdomes shall diuide.54 

 

                                                        
51 Bald, “Vernacular Books Imported into Scotland,” 259-60.  
52 Bald, “Vernacular Books Imported into Scotland,” 263.  
53 See George Parfitt (ed.), Ben Jonson: The Complete Poems (Harmondsworth: Penguin, 1975; 1984), 

465.  
54 William Drummond, Forth feasting. A panegyricke to the Kings most excellent Maiestie (Edinburgh: 

Andro Hart, 1617), A3r. 
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“The Irish Rian” is the Scottish sea loch, Loch Ryan, “Irish” only insofar as it 

afforded a key conduit for trade between Scotland and the north of Ireland.55 Having 

established that south-west Scotland harbours an Irish loch, Drummond goes on to 

triangulate three key tributaries of James’s kingdoms: “Thy Deeds not only claime 

these Diademes,/ To which Thame, Liffy, Taye, subject their Streames.”56 Drummond 

understood the complexities of archipelagic politics.57 

 Tracing an arc of Irish-Scottish interaction from the depiction of the Scots in 

Derricke through Drummond, Somers, Scott and Small, we find this Irish-Scottish 

interface most intense around Scott. The sole reference to Somers in Scott’s lengthy 

DNB entry links Scott’s editorial practice in this case with his wider approach: 

 

Scott edited historical documents and literary texts mainly of the seventeenth 

century, although his period stretches back into the late sixteenth century and 

forward to the death of Swift in 1745. In a sense his editing constitutes a single 

interlocking endeavour: he cites no fewer than nine of his editions in A 

Collection of Scarce and Valuable Tracts […] As editor Scott aimed to expand 

the materials then available. […] to the 882 tracts previously published he 

added a further 81.58 

 

Much work has been done on the politics of Scott’s researches into Scottish culture, 

less on his Irish interests. Three of Scott’s poems form a bridge between his 

antiquarian studies and editorial work and the historical novels: “Rokeby” (1813), 

                                                        
55 Lauchlan Maclean Watt, Scottish Life and Poetry (London: James Nisbet & Co., 1912), 140, n. 1. 
56 Drummond, Forth feasting, B2r.  
57 William Drummond, The history of Scotland, from the year 1423 until the year 1542 (London: 

Henry Hills, 1655), 138-9.  
58 David Hewitt, “Scott, Sir Walter (1771-1832), poet and novelist”, ODNB. Retrieved 

25 February 2018.  
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“The Lord of the Isles” (1814), and “The Return to Ulster” (1816).59 The wish of 

Derricke – and Spenser – to keep the Scots out of Ulster (“Fewe Scottes in North”) 

ended with the Ulster Plantation. Scott’s engagement with Ireland – and Ulster – 

arises out of that history. Somers served as President of the Royal Society from 1698 

to 1703, and in April 1706 “was duly appointed a commissioner for negotiating a 

union with Scotland.”60 Scott’s early acquaintance with Ireland, in the context of 

Franco-British conflict, did not augur well: “In April 1794 he got involved in a fight 

with some anti-royalist Irish students, and was bound over to keep the peace”.61 If 

Somers was key to the 1707 Anglo-Scottish Union, then a later political union, that of 

Great Britain and Ireland in 1801, lay behind Scott’s turn towards Ireland. 

 G. A. Hayes-McCoy mapped out Scott’s Irish interests in rich detail in his 

pioneering essay “Sir Walter Scott and Ireland.”62 After 1745, Ireland was the road 

not taken by Scotland, the high road of continuing resistance. Paradoxically, Scott 

inspired nineteenth-century Irish nationalists like Thomas Davis and John Mitchel.63 

Indeed, Hayes-McCoy suggests that Scott may have influenced the Young Irelander 

Rebellion of 1848 in the same way Yeats inspired the rebels of 1916.64 The influence 

cut both ways, and not only in political ideas: 

  

The shirts that Derricke in the sixteenth century pictured and described as “not 

reaching past the thigh” became kilts. Suggestion, bred of romanticism, and 

unaware of the fact that the Highland kilt is itself a garment of comparatively 

                                                        
59 Walter Scott, The Poetical Works of Sir Walter Scott, Including Introduction and Notes (London and 

New York: Frederick Warne and co., 1887; reprinted 1889), 177-230; 256-303; 396.  
60 Stuart Handley, “Somers, John, Baron Somers (1651–1716),” ODNB. Retrieved 13 April 2017. 
61 Hewitt, ‘Scott, Sir Walter (1771-1832), poet and novelist’. 
62 G. A. Hayes-McCoy “Sir Walter Scott and Ireland,” in G. A. Hayes-McCoy (ed.), Historical Studies 

10: Papers Read Before the Eleventh Irish Conference of Historians, 1973 (Galway: Cló Chois 

Fharraige, 1976), 91-108.  
63 Ibid, 106. 
64 Ibid, 108. 
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recent origin, led in the second half of the last century to the invention of an 

Irish counterpart to the staple of the Highland garb.65 

 

This cultural-political interchange fed into the regional and historical novels of 

Edgeworth and Scott.66 Colin Kidd concludes a sophisticated analysis of Irish-

Scottish nationalism and antiquarianism in the nineteenth century thus: 

 

Unlike Scotland, where conjectural sociology had undermined the values 

associated with Gaeldom, Catholic Ireland’s enlightened historians, assisted 

by a number of Protestants sympathetic to Gaelic cultural projects, had 

achieved a fruitful accommodation between the ideals of the Enlightenment 

and of Celtic patriotism.67 

 

Scott can be viewed as a figure of “fruitful accommodation,” thanks to his work on 

Derricke and Irish antiquities, which energised the historical novel and in turn 

animated the regional resistance to metropolitan power that Derricke was struggling 

to hold at bay.   

According to Clare O’Halloran, “the early impulse to amass large 

miscellaneous collections of the material remains of ‘antiquity,’ however defined, was 

less in evidence, and collecting for its own sake was no longer the necessary hallmark 

of the antiquary by the time that Scott lampooned it.”68 O’Halloran contends that 

                                                        
65 G. A. Hayes-McCoy, “Irish Dress and Irish Pictures,” Studies: An Irish Quarterly Review 40, 159 

(1951): 303-310, at 304.  
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Scott’s mocking of antiquarianism was coupled with its use as a form of unionist 

accommodation, but she overlooks Scott’s Irish interests and his own preoccupation 

with “large miscellaneous collections of the material remains of ‘antiquity’” such as 

Somers’ Tracts.69 Scott’s friends felt he was wasting his time in such extensive 

archival activities, but in a letter dated 8 October 1808 Scott defended his antiquarian 

and editorial enterprises as “extremely useful for those whose circumstances do not 

admit of giving their farm a summer fallow”, which suggests both financial necessity 

and also planting for the future.70 Editing Somers’ Tracts, Scott reflected, “‘made me 

wonderfully well acquainted with the little traits which mark’d parties & characters in 

the 17th Century’”.71 Writing later of his imitators, Scott declared. “They have to read 

old books and consult antiquarian collections to get their information – I write 

because I have long since read such works and possess thanks to a strong memory the 

information which they have to seek for”.72  

 Ina Ferris comments on the extent to which Scott’s antiquarianism 

underpinned his poetry and fiction, including the work on Somers in “the years that he 

was writing Waverley”.73 An anonymous reviewer enthused thus about Waverley: 

“The frame of the picture is fiction: but the delineation itself is as correct, minute, and 

spirited a copy of nature as ever came from the hands of an artist.”74 Scott’s jeweler’s 

eye for detail developed through his antiquarian and editorial efforts and his visual 
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imagination was stimulated by his engagement with Derricke, a transformative text in 

Scott’s literary formation.   

More than an editor, Scott was engaged in original research. His practice of 

collecting antiquarian books is clear from his correspondence.75 According to Hayes-

McCoy: 

 

Scott had read Fynes Moryson’s Itinerary (1617) when he wrote Rokeby […] 

He had studied too John Derricke’s The Image of Irelande of 1581 […] He 

considered his editorial efforts […] “neither toilsome nor exhausting labours”. 

The work appealed to the compulsive antiquary who was later to overload his 

historical novels with what modern readers regard as unnecessary notes.76 

 

In a postscript to his first great historical novel, Waverley (1814), Scott says: “It has 

been my object to describe these persons, not by a caricatured and exaggerated use of 

the national dialect, but by their habits, manners, and feelings; so as, in some distant 

degree, to emulate the admirable Irish portraits drawn by Miss Edgeworth”.77 We 

would contend that other Irish portraits informed Scott’s art. 

 “Scott was never unfair or unsympathetic to the Irish”, says Hayes-McCoy.78 

In a letter dated 19 February 1834, Marie Edgeworth observed: 
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Sir Walter Scott once said to me, “Do explain to the public why Pat, who gets 

forward so well in other countries, is so miserable in his own”. A very difficult 

question: I fear above my power.79  

 

Ironically, Irish affairs almost impeded Scott’s marriage to Margaret Charlotte 

Carpenter in 1797, when, on the eve of the rebellion of 1798, her guardian, Arthur 

Hill, 2nd Marquis of Downshire (1753-1801), was in Ireland thanks to a network of 

paid informers and thus slow in giving his consent and unable to attend the wedding 

due to commitments in that country.80  

 The influence of Adam Ferguson is also of note here, as Ferguson provided 

the intellectual ballast Scott needed to transform his own antiquarian labours into the 

fictions that would make his fortune – folklore into ore.81 While adopting the common 

Enlightenment notion of historical progress, Ferguson’s genius lay in looking deeply 

into the material reasons for different societies being at different stages. He was 

careful to suggest that civilization does not only progress in one direction, nor do its 

facets all progress at the same rate – all the while maintaining a profound 

disengagement with moral judgement. This proto-anthropological schema can be seen 

at work in Scott’s mind when, while making such ethnocentric assertions as to say 

that the Irish were “behind all Europe, at least two centuries, in civilization,” he is 

continually seeking out reasons why without laying the blame on something innate 
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about the Irish, as might some of his contemporaries and, for that matter, Derricke 

himself.82  

 Scott seems to embrace the Elizabethan denigrations of Irish society but 

avoids what Leerssen calls “a studiously anti-Gaelic, pro-British vein of 

historiography [which] reasserted itself” in studies of Irish antiquities following 

1798.83 The groundwork for this approach can be seen in his notes on Derricke, where 

he asserts that the suffering of the Irish stemmed from both “native barbarism” and 

“the cruelty and impolicy of the English conquerors.”84 Scott’s own credentials as a 

historian have been examined by Owen Dudley Edwards, and it is important here to 

note that the reader Scott envisions is primarily the British historian.85 As with his 

decision to devote more editorial attention to peripheral Scottish and Irish material in 

order to steer the reader towards an archipelagic viewpoint, the implication of these 

statements is to absorb the reader in his own understanding of history. Scott’s 

comments are hardly controversial but they prompt the reader to ask questions along 

Fergusonian lines. True civility does not merely entail suppressing incivility; it means 

spreading civility. Sir Henry Sidney emerges as the paragon of Fergusonian civility 

not by being representative of an inherently superior Englishness but by his actions as 

a citizen-soldier. Meanwhile, Scott can admire the cultural world of the Irish while 

lamenting the paucity of their social structures enough to justify their dismantling by a 

society more advanced in civility – though not necessarily in morality. 

 Despite his caution about making historical judgements, however, Scott shows 

naivety in his handling of sources. A few decades earlier, the Irish historian and early 
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Gothic novelist Thomas Leland had written “that no brain-sick monk, in days of 

darkness and superstition, ever betrayed such credulity” as writers like Fynes 

Moryson in their use of anecdotal evidence of Irish customs.86 The precedent for 

skepticism was there in Scott’s time. Perhaps, though, the characterization of the Irish 

as backward and barbarous was too useful in promoting Scott’s Fergusonian 

perspective for him to question it. Scott’s notes transform the Image of Ireland into an 

image of history as he sees it, where ennobling but outdated civilizations come into 

conflict with and are inevitably overcome by the forces of a modernity, which appear 

as necessary but not always thereby morally justifiable. As Hayes-McCoy contends, 

the key to Scott’s engagement with the antiquities of Ireland is not history, but myth 

and romance. While he occasionally accepts what his Elizabethan sources state as 

fact, this does not always lead him to adopt their prejudices: 

 

Scott’s “rugged kerne with aspects shaggy, wild, and stern,” are not just stock 

background figures, stage Irishmen like Shakespeare’s “uncivil kerns of 

Ireland.” They are susceptible to the influence of music, and, in their romantic 

mingling of ferocity and gentleness, they serve to bring out what Scott 

believed were traits of the national character.87 

 

Scott’s naivety lies not only in his assumption that Derricke, Spenser and Moryson 

are objective eyewitnesses, but also in his love for the world that they denigrate. This 

key tension gets to the heart of Scott’s presentation of both Ireland and of the general 

process of historical development, in that it at once welcomes progress while 
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lamenting and indeed mythologizing the world we have apparently lost. Ian Duncan 

suggests that in Scott’s historical fiction, “the contemplation of this lost world [of pre-

modernity] converts our disaffection from the imperial violence of modern state 

formation into a luxurious, aestheticized melancholy.”88 Likewise, his notes on 

Derricke seem almost to revel in the collapse of native Irish society, not out of British 

imperial jingoism, but out of a complex desire to find an object of nostalgia. 

 There is also a sense that Scott is not just curious about the historical 

connections between Scotland and Ireland, but deeply reliant on Elizabethan sources 

as the way to access Scotland’s Gaelic past. He makes it clear that Scottish 

Highlanders “resembled the native Irish in dress, language, and manners.”89 Or to be 

more precise, Scott, discussing Derricke’s depiction of the Irish, invokes Scottish 

writer, William Cleland (1661?-1689) to nail his point: 

 

It must be owned […] that the wild, shaggy, half-naked appearance of the Irish 

Kerne, strongly recalled the idea of satyrs. Cleland has a century later, 

described the Highlanders, who resembled the native Irish in dress, language, 

and manners, by the same simile:  

“Like fawns, or brownies, if ye will, 

Or satyrs come from Atlas’ hill”.90 

 

Scott drew on the same passage in Minstrelsy of the Scottish Border, evidence of the 

promiscuity of his projects: 
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The Brownie formed a class of beings, distinct in habit and disposition from 

the freakish and mischievous elves. He was meagre, shaggy, and wild in his 

appearance. Thus Cleland, in his satire against the Highlanders, compares 

them to  

“Faunes, or Brownies, if ye will,  

Or Satyres come from Atlas Hill.”91  

 

This partly accounts for the attention and enthusiasm Scott devotes to Derricke’s text 

compared to the other tracts: Ireland is a key comparator for  a certain image of 

Scotland. Scott clearly knew his Spenser and Moryson but his writing on Derricke 

(perhaps more because of the woodcuts than the words) seems to be an especially 

keen moment of inspiration and, to borrow a word from Derricke, discovery. 

Furthermore, the Image of Ireland as image of Scotland can be said to work 

retroactively through Scott’s writing to affect the Irish reader: “Scott, who had made a 

successful popular display of the Scottish national character, the character of a people 

so close historically to the Irish, had a wider and more direct appeal for post-union 

Ireland than, perhaps, for any other country outside his own.”92  

 If Derricke can be seen as a nexus point for Scott’s conception of the Gaelic 

world then his edition is an important intervention. It elides Scottish and Irish history 

without losing the connection with England and becomes a truly archipelagic work. 

Of course, we should not forget that the edition probably did not have much of a 

readership other than historians, but it echoes in Scott’s poetry and fiction – where, in 
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fact, the ideas he formulates in his notes on Derricke become louder and more 

forthright. Norman Vance discerns that Scott draws on Irish historical sources to 

inform his poetry, but does not extend this analysis to Scott’s editing of Lord Somers’ 

Tracts, preferring to focus on more contemporary sources.93  

 Scott’s own concluding words in his preface to Somers manage to combine 

modesty with a clear statement of his own commitment to “the pursuit of historical 

and traditional antiquities”: 

 

The Editor has only further to hope, that the circumstance of his name having 

been prefixed to works of a lighter and more popular nature, will not be 

objected to him as a personal disqualification for his present task. The Muse 

(to use the established language) found him engaged in the pursuit of historical 

and traditional antiquities, and the excursions which he has made in her 

company, have been of a nature which increases his attachment to his original 

study.94  

 

Ironically, Scott’s self-effacing approach has meant that his great labours in bringing 

Somers back to life, and augmenting the Tracts remains a neglected aspect of Scott 

studies, despite the fact that these labours arguably undergird the historical novels that 

made his name. Although this major archival undertaking does not feature 

prominently in Scott Studies, critics have noted its influence on the novels: “Scott had 
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much useful material already to hand as a result of his editorial work on the Somers’ 

Tracts”.95 

 A publisher’s note on the back flyleaf of the first volume of Scott’s edition 

reads:  

 

In page 559, Vol. I. it is stated by the Editor, that the Copy of Derricke’s 

Image of Ireland (one of the very curious Tracts added to the present edition) 

in the Advocate’s Library at Edinburgh, is the only one known to possess part 

of the wooden Cuts, published with the original Edition in 1581. The 

Publishers of this new Edition, being anxious to render it as complete as 

possible, have ordered those Cuts to be re-engraved, and will deliver them 

with the Second Volume. 

 

Eight “Cuts” were indeed delivered with the second volume, but in a piecemeal 

fashion, located in an unpaginated section before the index, with no indication of their 

presence in the table of contents.96 That Scott’s edition of Derricke was published 

with the woodcuts appended to a separate volume has implications for the integrity of 

the enterprise. It was left to John Small to pick up the pieces. 

 On encountering John Small in 1883 we have a number of continuities and 

changes from Scott’s time to take account of. Despite post-1798 tensions, British-Irish 

relations were perhaps a less volatile subject for history in 1809 than they were in 

1883. Along with the legacy of the Famine and the Home Rule debate, increased Irish 
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immigration to Britain had made the Irish a distinct and visible presence in most cities 

– and one often perceived as a threat. The nature of anti-Irish prejudice had also 

changed. While in Scott’s time the Irish had been absorbed into the British “nation” 

but left on its perceived geographical margins, by the 1880s, many Irish had formed 

an alienated immigrant community within the British imperial state. Derogatory 

images in the popular press fuelled this feeling.97 Conservative thinkers of a racialist 

bent (most notoriously Thomas Carlyle) had served to validate these feelings on the 

intellectual plane.98 The coincidence of this intellectual trend and popular polemic put 

the idea of race at the forefront of British-Irish relations. Lecky, in his magisterial A 

History of England in the Eighteenth Century (1878), cites Scott’s edition of 

Derricke’s “most curious poem called ‘The Image of Irelande’”, in a note on “wood 

kerns”.99 Derricke’s “curious poem” was clearly an essential point of reference for 

discussions of Irish savagery, and the go-to source for a gloss on “kerns”.  

 Although we know too little about John Small to guess at his convictions, 

from viewing his edition of Derricke’s Image in this context we can infer a very 

different kind of intervention from Scott – despite Small’s debt to him. Unlike Scott, 

Small portrays the Elizabethan Conquest not as colonial mismanagement but as 

benign imperialism: 
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The amelioration of the state of the Irish people was a subject in which Queen 

Elizabeth took great interest, and the large sums that were spent on that 

country shew the value at which she estimated her “Emerald Isle.”100 

 

Not in common use until the eighteenth century, the term “Emerald Isle” is 

anachronistic. The “large sums” of money were spent largely on defence, invasion, 

plantation and composition – people’s improvement being assumed to follow 

naturally from these. Small chooses to ignore the specificities of the situation and 

imply that the relationships and identities of Scotland, England and Ireland 300 years 

earlier were something akin to what they were in his day. In outlining pre-Conquest 

Gaelic tribalism, Small makes the strange statement that “one of the results of this 

‘home rule’ was that they [the Gaelic chiefs] made war upon each other and upon the 

English settlers, killing or driving away each other’s cattle, and refusing obedience to 

any authority.”101 Small seems to imply that Derricke’s Image is somehow pertinent 

to the Irish Home Rule debate raging (in Scotland as much as England) at the time he 

brought out his edition. Home Rule, launched in Dublin in 1870 led to the founding of 

the Scottish Home Rule association on 1886. It was in this context that Small’s 

edition took shape.  

 It is tempting to suggest that Small is indulging in the racialist logic (if you 

can all it logic) of what Lewis Curtis terms Anglo-Saxonism, whose “propaganda and 

mythology reached something of a peak or high plateau between the 1860s and the 

early 1890s,” which saw British liberalism as both an inherent quality of Germanic 

people and only successfully applicable to Germanic people.102 According to Curtis, 
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“Irish history was seen by Anglo-Saxonists as nothing more than a series of domestic 

feuds interrupted by the invasions of civilizing Englishmen.”103 While Small’s 

introduction corresponds with this view, there is no indication of the Anglo-Saxonist 

racial determinism that characterized the English and Irish respectively as “an orderly 

species and a disorderly subspecies.”104 Also, as Curtis notes, the ideology of racial 

determinism “set up a countercurrent in the 1880’s and 1890’s which may be called 

environmentalism” – that is, identifying material factors in the development of ethnic 

difference.105 Small writes so guardedly, though, that it is very difficult to assess how 

much (if at all) he might have been influenced by either view.  

 There is another crucial difference with Scott: Small’s edition is directed 

towards a general reader rather than specifically the historian. The presentation of the 

text is also, literally, a different image. Small includes the full set of woodcuts and 

prints the text as a facsimile of the original. His introduction and Scott’s notes are 

kept to the beginning and the end of the volume. For Small: 

 

It may be said that the work of Derricke owes much of its interest to the 

curious woodcuts of the Woodkerne, in which the costumes of the Irish of the 

period – ecclesiastical, civil, and military – are well represented.106  

 

This is a rather curious assertion. As this is arguably our main visual source for pre-

conquest Irish dress, it is necessarily difficult to find anything to corroborate it. 

Asserting that the representation is good or bad is a matter of conjecture. What we 
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can say is that Small wishes it to be a good representation. Part of the ethno-political 

climate of this period was an interest in “seeing” race, in making the racial categories 

of imperialist ideology apparently visible to its adherents. With the Irish, the 

visualisation of race was a particular challenge, sharing not only skin colour but also 

habits of dress with their “civilized” neighbours. For the racial polemicist, the 

resolution of this challenge had to be found in the sub-human “Paddy” images of the 

popular press, but even the most ardent Victorian eugenicist could hardly claim that 

these had much in the way of verisimilitude.  

 For Derricke, though, the difference between Irish and English could be 

starkly, and at least to some degree realistically, represented through costume, 

hairstyles, military practices, and so on. This is not to accuse Small of being a 

eugenicist – indeed, his enthusiasm for Scott and Ferguson would suggest otherwise – 

but he was prepared to publicise a set of provocative images at a time when racialist 

ideology was at its “high plateau.”107 Maryclaire Moroney has argued that Derricke 

himself presents “what amounted to a racially-inflected theory of reprobation,” and it 

seems more than coincidence that Small should choose to bring this work into the 

public eye at a time when racism had become a popular ideology.108 

 While these trends seem to be present in Small’s text, he is also careful to 

draw a distinction between Scots and English, which the “Anglo-Saxon” identity 

tended to elide. Recognizing that Derricke’s service in Ireland coincided with a period 

of intense Irish-Scottish activity, he writes that, “when in 1575 Sir Henry Sidney 

made a grand progress with his army through Ireland, he first proceeded northward to 

Drogheda, on his way to Carrickfergus, in the neighbourhood of which was a Scots or 
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Highland colony, under Sorley Boy.”109 Small notes that “The articles of the treaty 

then made with [Turlough Lynagh] are still preserved, one of which was that he was 

to have the Scots of the surname of the Earl of Argyll for his body-guard.”110 Small 

implies a clear difference between Scots and Irish, despite the Scots he discusses 

being Gaelic Highlanders. Describing Sorley Boy and the MacDonnells as a 

“Highland colony” in Ulster suggests a greater degree of cultural separation than was 

surely the case. The long and complex history of interaction between Ireland and the 

Scottish Highlands and Islands is set aside here in favour of a characterisation of the 

Three Kingdoms as distinct national identities. Where Scott directed the reader 

towards a broad archipelagic view in which the study of Ireland and England’s shared 

pasts can inform an understanding of Scotland’s, Small allows Scotland’s role in 

archipelagic history to be visible but places Scotland itself at a safe distance, without 

the complexities and controversies that might besmirch its present status within the 

Union. Scott, by contrast, could at times be quite cynical about aspects of Irish-

Scottish history, as when speaking dismissively of baronets and hereditary knights.111 

 Yet, Scott’s Irish interests notwithstanding – and the influence and impact of 

Irish writers, and English writers on Ireland, on his work remains relatively 

underexplored – it is clear that the positions the two countries occupied along what 

John Pocock calls the “Anglo-Celtic frontier” were very different.112 Irish novelists 

thus followed a separate path in relation to romance from the one eventually mapped 

out by Scott. For Joep Leerssen, “the difference between Scott and Morgan and 

Maturin reflects the historical difference between Scotland and Ireland within the 
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British national system: Scotland as England’s sister kingdom, Ireland as England’s 

colony.”113 This is perhaps to simplify matters, for as James Joyce observed, Scotland 

was a Cinderella sister who knew her place.114  

 Derricke’s lasting impact on Scotland and on the present state of Ireland can 

also be seen in the work of John Montague, a Tyrone poet with strong historical 

interests whose landmark 1972 collection The Rough Field draws on Derricke for its 

understanding of how the troubled past impinges on the present.115 For Montague, 

who welds word and image in his poetry, “Derricke’s woodcuts […] ‘may well be the 

only eye witness accounts of the Ulster wars.’”116 Small’s edition of Derricke, in the 

wake of Scott’s supplement to Somers, informs The Rough Field, and Montague’s use 

of archival and antiquarian material alongside visual imagery is quite in keeping with 

the “neither toilsome nor exhausting labours” that brought Scott from Irish folklore to 

the Scottish historical novel.117 

 Scott’s biographer, while acknowledging that “his period stretches back into 

the late sixteenth century”’ observed that: “Because he worked so much in the sub-

literature of the seventeenth century he had an unrivalled knowledge and 

understanding of the period”.118 Derricke’s Image, a touchstone text in that sub-

literature, played no small part in the emergence of Scott’s pioneering fiction as a 

global phenomenon. Clare O’Halloran sees Scott’s plucking of Derricke from 

historical obscurity as part of a series of editorial projects that breathed life into 
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nineteenth-century imaginative engagements with Ireland.119 As Irish and Scottish 

independence movements begin to converge once more, Scott’s use of Irish history 

and antiquities can be looked at in a different light. Scott himself arguably used 

Ireland as a foil for deeper misgivings about his own country’s status within the 

imperial monarchal British union: “The standardisation of language was part of a 

larger movement towards economic and political homogenisation that threatened the 

surviving autonomy of Scotland within the Union, and that could leave Scott feeling, 

as he himself once put it, like the subject of an ‘infant colony.’”120 Perhaps the image 

of Ireland is not so far from the image of Scotland after all.  
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